
Détail de l'offre : Logistics Leader 

Partenaire
Référence 20D1600306932

Titre Logistics Leader 
Description du poste JOB DESCRIPTION

Within the supply chain team, you will ensure the availability of our Sport Products by
managing the overall Logistics Operations : warehousing, freight and customs, local
distribution to stores
MY RESPONSIBILITIES : 
AS PROJECT AND TEAM LEADER
I anticipate and lead the Logistics Project. I am connected with the internal Decathlon
Logistics Network to align with the Decathlon global strategies and to choose the best
local solution in terms of tools, processes, and other strategies.
I manage the economic performance of my activity (P&L) to achieve optimum
profitability. I control the expenditures under my responsibility. 
I am a leader of a project and of a team (functional and hierarchical). I lead my ecosystem
through the principles of autonomy and subsidiarity to ensure the purpose of my job
with the help of the people around me. I am skilled about my job and I share my skills
with others. I develop myself and I am at the service of my teammates. 

AS WAREHOUSE LEADER
I define the Local Warehouse Strategy in terms of project and human needs. I build a
team (internal or external) adapted and aligned with the local business strategy. 
I manage the third-party logistics (warehousing) service provider. I lead the negotiation
with the service provider.
I ensure efficient performance and safety in the warehouse operations
I train new external teammates in the warehouse process
I lead the Warehouse Integration training for all internal teammates
I implement and optimize the Logistics processes to ensure efficiency on operations
according to Decathlon's requirements

AS TRANSPORT  LEADER
I define the Country Transport Strategy. The Freight Transport and Customs Manager
directly reports to me. I functionally manage the E-Commerce Transport Manager to
align on transport strategies. 
As a local trucking / distribution leader, I manage the third-party trucking service
provider. I lead the negotiation with the service provider.
I coordinate with the Operations Referents of each store to ensure efficiency of deliveries
in terms of cost and movement of stock in the store network

Type de contrat Emploi
Métier Achats / Logistiques

Direction (générale, business unit) / Stratégie
Société DECATHLON PHILIPPINES

Description de la société Decathlon is a network of innovative retail chains and brands providing enjoyment for all
sports people.

At Decathlon, 70,000 of us live our common Purpose on a daily basis: 'to make the
pleasure and benefits of sport accessible for the many'. In every country where we are
present, we share a strong and unique company culture, reinforced by our four values:
Vitality, Sincerity, Responsibility and Generosity.

At Decathlon, we place innovation at the heart of our activities: from research to retail,
including conception, design, production and logistics. Our twenty Passion Brand teams
channel all their energy in to developing technical, good-looking and simple products,
always at the lowest possible prices.

These products are aimed at all sports enthusiasts, from beginners to experts, and are
sold exclusively at Decathlon stores. At Decathlon, we strive daily to make sport a source
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of pleasure for everyone.
Localisation National Capital Region

Pays Philippines
Profil recherché Sportive

Sense of business and leadership 
Ability to develop a team 
Ability to anticipate and drive a project  
Can make sound decisions
Is naturally in collaboration mode 
DO what I SAY: make decisions everyday, is concrete and responsible
Likes analysis, is rigorous and well organized
Knows how to convince and obtain
Good adaptation to change

Expérience Expérimenté (3-10 ans)
Langues Anglais


